Three new computer algorithms are described which rapidly order the restriction fragments of a plasmid DNA which has been cleaved with two restriction endonucleases in single and double digestions. Two of the algorithms are contained within a single computer program (called MPCIRC). The Rule-Oriented algorithm, constructs all logical circular map solutions within sixty seconds (14 double-digestion fragments) when used in conjunction with the Permutation method.
: a and b) . DNA fragment sizes generated in single digestion of the plasmid in Figure I by the restriction enzymes "A" and "B" respectively. c). Fragment sizes of DNA from plasmid in Figure I after double digestion with restriction enzymes "A" and "B."
of DNA fragments derived from a double digestion exceeds ten, the number of maps to be analyzed becomes unmanageable in terms of time and memory, even with the use of a large computer. Programs whose algorithms use the single digests to "permute" map orders are also quickly taxed (?).
Microcomputers are unable to run some of the published programs due to the speed at which they execute instructions. Programs, including those previously published 1-3, which take one or two seconds on a mainframe computer may take several minutes or hours if run or a microcomputer.
Therefore, the development of algorithms rhat can rapidly compute complex restriction maps was considered essential for use with microcomputers. In contrast to the known mapping programs, these algorithms are able to readily generate maps that are comprised of more than 10 double digested fragments.
ALGORITHMS
The three algorithms are explained using data from a hypothetical plasmid (Fig. 2a) . Table I lists the fragment sizes that are found upon cleavage with restriction endonucleases "A" and "B" in single and double-digestions. To refer to the lists in Table I , the following terms will be used throughout the text: Single Digestion (SD): An "SD" fragment may be of type "AA" or "BB", depending upon whether the DNA fragment WPS cut on both ends with restriction endonuclease A or B respectively. Double Graphic presentation of the "fork list" generated from the data. a). Each SD fragment (subscripted with AA or BB) can be comprised of the summation (forks) of different DD fragements. b). 8 has two forks, '8' and "6,2." This fork structure is the basis for the mapping algorithms. Table IV provide details on how to determine the termini type for DD fragments.
The second list ROM generates is the "Times Known" list. Whenever only one fork is left for a given SD fragment, those fork members must comprise that SD fragment. The number of times given DD fragments are found in different "unique" forks is listed in the "Times Known" column. The results from the application of this observation and Rule 2 to the "unique" forks in Fig. 1 is listed in Table II bT he algorithm successively sweeps through the listing of forks, using the known data and rules of logic (Table IV) to systematically discard inconsistent forks. As forks are removed, unique forks are left from which more data is gained to remove more forks.
The mapping algorithm is finished when given the data, no more forks Table II : The leftmost coluinns of a and b contain the weights of the double digest fragments. The middle column lists information concerning the molecular termini of each double digest (' -' indicates no termini type is currently known). The rightmost column contains the number of times a given double digest fragment is absolutely known to be a part of a single remaining fork for some SD parental fragment. a) status of information deduced about double digest fragments of the hypothetical example plasmid after the application of Rule 1 to the data. b) . information known about double digest fragments after subsequent application of several rules from ROM. Table III : Basic strategy for mapping by Permutation Method. A) Letters referring to horizontal rows cited in text, B) Representation of fork building process. Groups of numbers represent forks from SD fragments with the DD fragments being ordered and tested, c). Lists the type of forks in which the new seed will be sought. An "*" indicates a map order has been determined and no search type is needed. D) Updated detailing of which DD fragments have been used (X represents used fragments). E) Lists of which SD fragments and their forks (number under SD fragments) have been used in generating map orders.
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An "*" indicates which fork was last added. F) Seed DD fragment used jn search. The seed is always the last element in a fragment order. An "*" in this column indicates a map has been found. Data Entry. The program prompts the user when this option is chosen for information regarding the map to be generated. First, the error range within which forks are to be generated (see Algorithm) is entered. This error range is crucial to correct analysis of the map -too high an error range and too many "faulty" maps are generated; too low an error and no maps might be produced. Then, the restriction endonucleases used in the digestions are entered. The program then asks the user to enter the restriction data for first the single digestions and then the double digestion. The researcher must take care that several conditions are met before mapping. First, the sum of the number of fragments in each of the single digest lanes must add up to the number of double digest fragments.
One must therefore be careful to correctly detect small DNA fragments and doublets. In addition, the sums of the weights of the digests must be equal within some reasonable error (2% to 10%). If these initial conditions are not met, incorrect map(s) will result.
Edit Data. The researcher may, after entering data, or after mapping, decide that the data should be altered. This procedure allows the user to add, delete or change the size of any single or double digest. The user may also change the error range value here as well.
Enter Special Known Data. This procedure allows the user to input known parameters of the plasmid. If the researcher knows that some DD fragments are known or known not to be contained as a part of certain SD fragments, this information can be entered here. If the termini type of some DD fragments is known, this may also be set with this procedure. In the construction of fork groups (see below) this information is used to discard those groups that do not meet these input conditions. In this manner, unwanted maps are suppressed.
The user may also directly input fork groups for any fragments. By this, the researcher can input the known map portions from the vector for instance -this permits the program to focus only on the unknown portions of the map. The CONSTRUCT GROUPS procedure will skip those SD fragments that have inputted groups of this fashion. This procedure operates until no more groups may be removed using the seven listed rules. This procedure will update the termini type, times known, and fork group lists automatically. To print out maps, the remaining fork groups must be passed to PERMAP (PM).
Permap.
The procedure uses the algorithm as described under the Permutation Method to order and find all the possible restriction maps.
PERMAP does not alter the termini type, times known or the fork lists in any manner. This procedure may be used alone on the fork groups or after RULMAP has been called. It orders and stores all maps for subsequent printing.
Print Maps. This procedure is called to print out in high resolution graphics in both linear or circular form, on screen or paper, the maps generated (see Fig. 2 ).
Example: Using data from the sequence analysis of the plasmid pBR3?2 Inside the innermost ring are dots placed at 10 degree intervals; the computer prints out in the upper left hand corner the scale for 10 degrees. a), circular restriction site map of example plasmid. b). circular restriction site map of SV40 example.
(6), the fragments sizes which would be generated upon single and double digestion with the enzymes Rsa I and Bgl I were determined. These fragment sizes were entered into the program and reviewed by DISPLAY DATA for
correctness. An error range of 0% for construction of groups was originally entered. Forks were generated by CONSTRUCT GROUP and the PERMAP procedure was run. It took PERMAP 4.0 seconds to find the unique map order in Fig.   2b .
However, real data has an associated error. To approximate this using the above data, the error range was changed to 3.25% and CONSTRUCT GROUPS was called again to generate fork groups. Whereas a 0% error range gives only one fork for each SD fragment, a 3.25% error gives 5 or more forks for most SD fragments. When PERMAP was called to order and store all naps within this error range, it took 3 minutes to find 5 possible maps.
However, when RULMAP was used on the same set of forks (constructed at Any fragment from the DD list with a size that is not found in either SD list is presumed to be a molecule cut at one terminus with restriction endonuclease A and at the other terminus with restriction endonuclease B. This DD fragment has termini type AB.
2)
Given a single remaining fork for a given SD fragment: A) Given one DD fragment in a fork of parental termini type XX (where XX can denote either AA or BB), the DD fragment is concluded to be of type XX as well. B) Given two DD fragments in a fork of parental termini type XX, both DD fragments are concluded to be of type AB. C)
Given greater than two DD fragments, call this number N, in a fork of type XX: 1.
If two DD fragments are known to have AB ends, all other (N-2) DD fragments in the fork are concluded to be of type YY. With more than 3 DD fragments, the order of the interior DD fragments cannot be stated with certainty.
2.
If one DD fragment is of type AB and (N-2) DD fragments are known to be of type YY, then the unknown DD fragment is concluded to be of type AB.
3.
Given 2 unknowns in the fork, and N-2 knowns of type YY, then the 2 unknowns are concluded to be of type AB. D)
If none of the above conditions apply at this point, the necessary data is not available to draw sufficient conclusions. The DD fragments in the fork, however, are still marked "known" once more in the Tiraes Known column.
3)
A DD fragment which is absolutely known to be a member of two SD forks (as indicated in the Times Known list for that DD fragment) cannot be a part of any "other" fork. The "other" fork must be discarded as illegitimate.
4)
A DD fragment may be contained within only one SD fork of parental type XX. If any "other" fork with parental type XX contains this DD fragment, that "other" fork must be discarded.
5)
The number of X termini of DD fragments within an SD fork of parental type XX is logically 2. If any of the following conditions apply to any fork, that fork must be discarded.
A) If the termini of some fragments are known, the total number of X termini may not exceed 2. B)
Given more than 1 fork member, no DD fragment may be of type XX. C)
Given that the termini types of each fork member is known, there must be 2 termini of type X.
6)
Corollary of Rule 4. Given a questionable fork of an SD fragment of type XX. If any of the DD fork members are contained at least once in all the forks of another SD fragment of type XX then the questionable fork, by inference, violates rule 4 and must be discarded.
7)
Given that: 1) both enzymes cut the plasmid more than once, and 2) a single unique fork for a given SD fragment, then no other fork, call it Z, of any other SD fragment may contain more than one DD fragment of the single remaining fork. If Z does contain such, then Z may be discarded. Given 2 unknowns in the fork, (N-2) knowns of type YY, and X;c=XX then the two unknowns are XY.
4.
Given 2 unknowns in the fork, (N-2) knowns of type YY, and parental type XE or Xz_ then the two unknowns are of type Yz_.
5)
The number of X + E + z_ termini of DD fragments within an SD fork is logically 2. If any of the following conditions apply to any fork, that fork must be discarded, a) If the termini of some fragments are known, the total number of X + E + 7. termini may not exceed 2. c)
Given that the termini of each fork member is known, the total of X + E + ^ termini must be 2. 8)
Given one fork in an SD fragment of type Xx^ (where x_ is ambiguous) if all the DD members of the fork have XY or YY termini then SD fragment X;c is concluded to be XX. If one DD fragment of the fork is XY, a second DD fragment is XE and all remaining DD fragments are YY then the SD fragment Xx is concluded to be XE.
3.25%) to remove invalid forks and then PERMAP was called to find the maps, the total time (RULMAP plus PERMAP) to find all 5 maps, and store them, was less than 30 seconds. Through such analysis, it has been found that with certain maps, a significant reduction in the time spent to generate the possible map solutions can be accomplished by using RULMAP and PERMAP in tandem to first remove invalid fork groups and then order them into printable maps.
Of the 5 maps generated, only one Is truly correct (the other 4
"appear" correct due to the error range). By entering more data as it is EGT for linear mapping would use linear ROM for checking and linear PM for ordering and map printing.
CLOSINC REMARKS
We have shown here a system of rules and algorithms for mapping of circular and linear DNA molecules. The described program is based on two of these algorithms and can be used to rapidly map restriction endonuclease sites for circular DNA molecules. This program also incorporates methods for suppressing invalid maps on the basis of previously derived data.
Our work on DNA mapping programs is currently focused on developing algorithms to effectively combine the results obtained from double digests using several restriction endonucleases. Algorithms are also being developed, for use with complex maps, which wi]] advise the user of additional experiments required to resolve map ambiquities and complete the mapping process.
* To whom correspondence concerning details of the program algorithms should be addressed.
